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(This question begins @ 49:56:00 of the recording titled: “Benefits and Advices” – [A] Sitting 

with Shaykh Khālid 'Abdur- Raḥmān and Shaykh 'Ādil Mansūr ( هللا امحفظه ) 
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 “التعديل على مقدم المفسر الجرح”:القاعدة شرح -نصائح و فوائد

 منصور عادل و عبدالرحمن خالد: الفاضلين للشيخين

Explanation of the principle: “The Detail Criticism Takes Precedence over the Praise” 

By The Two Virtuous Shaykhs: Khālid bin 'Abdur-Raḥmān & 'Ādil Mansūr 

 

Shaykh Khālid ['Abdur-Raḥmān ( هللا حفظه ) (May Allāh preserve him), mentions:]  

Here is a question. It says... Here the questioner says: As-salāmu 'alaykum. [And] I say, wa 'alaykas salām 

wa Raḥmatullāhi wa Barakātuh. We need an explanation for the principle, “The Detailed Criticism takes 

Precedence over the Praise,” and may Allāh reward you with good... 

[Shaykh Khālid says:] And you [also]... This in reality is a tremendous foundational [principle that] 

completely closes the doors of turmoil and blocks many causes of differing. Many of the narrators or other than 

the narrators are spoken about or criticized [from the angle of] a narration or [from] a religious [aspect]. The 

criticism revolves [around] these two [affairs] – ‘narrative’ criticism and religious criticism. 

That is to say, narrative criticism is perhaps [when] a man has soundness in [his] religion and [he] is Sunni 

with a clear Minhaj, but he is a narrator of Ḥadīth and he has bad memorization in a narration [or narrations]. 

Thus, this [one] is disparaged [and] criticized from the angle of narrating [the narration or narrations], even if he 

is reliable from the religious angle. And there are many examples of this. Regarding narrators [who were 

considered] weak or the majority of the people of knowledge declared them weak in spite of the people of 

knowledge [giving them] a tremendous praise of being an Imām in the Sunnah… And from them is Nu'aym bin 

Ḥammād. So, they were in agreement upon him being an Imām in the Sunnah and that he was severe upon the 

people of innovation and the majority of the disparagers declare the narration[s] of Nu'aym bin Ḥammād weak. 
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And perhaps the criticism maybe religious – meaning, that the narrator is reliable in his narration [or 

narrations] but, he is deviant in his creed. Like the khawārij, for example. Consequently, [Imām] Bukhāri and a 

group from the Salaf depended upon khārajī narration[s] because they did not lie, in general, [and] at the same 

time they would say that the narrator is khārajī, deviant, astray [and] an innovator. Therefore, it is a must that we 

understand the criticism is either narrative or religious. And in this is a refutation upon the one who makes all 

criticism [restricted] to the issue of narrating. For this reason if you said the scholars [have] said Fulān (so and so) 

is an innovator, now it is said to you, we are not in the time of [the] narration[s] thus the door of criticism is 

closed. This is an error! The affair of criticism is not restricted to narrating. Rather, [it] is either religious criticism 

or narrative [criticism]. At this point we find many examples in the world of the people in [relation to] many of 

the narrators or many people [who] have been praised by some of the scholars and criticized by another group of 

scholars. Hence, the people differ, and affairs that are not befitting, enter into this. And perhaps, desire[s] enter 

into this with many of the people in [regards to them] choosing one of the two statements – [meaning, the praise 

or criticism]. Maybe, he (a person) leans toward [the] praise of that man because of what is between him and the 

man, from them being associates, [or] as a [result of them] agreeing in their natural disposition [or moral 

character]. And maybe he (a person) is biased against a person who some of the scholars have criticized; so, his 

leaning toward the criticism of him is not religious. Rather, it is aiding himself or between them is dissension [or 

hostility or] other than that. In this situation, to completely close the door of desire[s], problems, discord and 

controversy [turn to and] submit to the principles which the scholars have agreed [upon]... And here they say: 

“The Detailed Criticism takes Precedence Over the Praise.” Thus, if a man is criticized and others from the people 

of knowledge recommend him, in this case the criticism is not accepted except [that it] is detailed with proofs and 

evidence. So, if it is said, for example, Fulān (so and so) is a Sunni man, a possessor of the Sunnah and there 

comes another scholar who says he is deviant [and] astray. The criticizer is requested to establish his evidence of 

the truthfulness of his claim. And criticizing and praising is not devoid of one of two affairs, and there is not a 

third. Either the scholars agree upon his recommendation or his criticism, or either they disagree. And there is no 

category above [or outside] these. Thus, if they agree upon the criticism of a man or agree upon his 

recommendation, it is obligatory to accept that from them without asking about the evidence for that. Because we 

are aware by necessity that [in regards to] the scholars if they agree, they do not agree upon falsehood. As for if 

they disagree, between criticizing and recommending, in this [situation] whoever manifests the Sunnah, calls to it, 

is well-known [to be upon] it and a group of scholars have praised him and another [group] have criticized him. In 

this case one refrains from accepting their criticism until they mention the causes [and] proofs of the criticism. 

That is to say, for example, this [person] says such and such, and he establishes such and such principles, at this 

point if the criticism becomes apparent it is obligatory to accept it. And for this reason, this is well-known with 

the Salaf. Look carefully, for an example… When Ibn Khuzaymah was asked about Muḥammad bin Humayd ar-

Rāzī, he declared him weak. So it was said to Imām Ibn Khuzaymah, “[even] if the teacher gave the best praise of 

Ibn Humayd? For surely Aḥmad used to praise him.” Ibn Khuzaymah said: “If Aḥmad was aware of what we 

have come to know of his condition, indeed, he would have declared him weak!” So, here the evidence has been 

established. And the hujjah (proof) has been clarified and the criticism is clear. And it is that he [Ibn Khuzaymah] 

studied the narrations of this narrator. Additionally, if Aḥmad had comprehensive knowledge of what we have 

come to know he would have declared him weak. Consequently, this firmly establishes for you affairs so that a 

person does not fall into that which his soul desires. For this reason they say, “The Detailed Criticism”, meaning 

the [criticism that is] clarified by way of proof[s], “takes Precedence over the Praise.” As for when the praise is 

opposed by non-detailed criticism, then surely, the foundation is that the Muslim [who] the people of knowledge 

[view] to be upright does not lose his integrity, nor is he disparaged in his religion, and his fundamentals are not 

spoken ill of until evidence of that criticism is firmly established. Then after that, we excuse that scholar – the 
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criticizer, who criticized him and did not produce proof upon his criticism. It is not permissible to take [from] his 

worth, nor evilly take [from] his honor... As long as he is a scholar [upon the] Sunnah. Na'am, go ahead shaykh... 

[Then Shaykh 'Ādil Mansūr ( هللا حفظه ) says:] May Allāh reward you with good. I would like to make clear two 

affairs – ya'nī, I will summarize that which has preceded, in sha’ Allāh. Along with a few additions in it [with the] 

permission of the shaykh, may Allāh preserve him. Firstly, it is a must [that] we know that there exist in the field 

[of da'wah] today those who play with these knowledge [based] principles like the child plays with the ball! And 

they fool around with [these principles] [similar to] the playing of a people [that] do not fear Allāh and [that of 

those] who do not respect the Religion of Allāh and the Sunnah and [or] the carriers of the Sunnah. They do not 

observe mercy [with] them or [give] them precedence [or show respect] nor kindness towards them. And the sign 

that indeed they toy with [or] misuse these brilliant Salafī principles [is that] they do not [really] apply them; 

rather, in their application is contradiction. So, if the one who they like [or are biased towards] is criticized [by] a 

scholar and the reasons are given by him, they repel that criticism and dismiss it and they do not accept [it]. 

[They] write it off and do not validate it. Why?! Because it opposed [their] desires. Nevertheless, you [meaning 

those people] are playing. Today, you [all] are not with [the] students of knowledge in [the public] arena [or arena 

of da'wah] in every situation. Fearing Allāh and quarreling with them by way of knowledge [based] proof[s] and 

they reply with knowledge [based] proof[s]. You are before a people, some of them [have] the aim of and [the] 

residue of crafty political groups. Thus, they deal with the principles of Salafiyyah by means of craftiness and 

wickedness. And from the clearest [forms] of their craftiness and wickedness is that which follows:  

[1] Contradiction: This is a characteristic in them. Hence, they say we have accepted the criticism of Fulān 

by [or from] so and so even if tens of scholars recommend him; regardless [of the fact that] he has raised his voice 

with the call of Salafiyyah for tens of years. What is the good of the criticism? What is the proof and evidence?! 

There is none! Then [they] come with this principle… [Meaning: “The Detailed Criticism takes Precedence over 

the Praise,”] in the face of the praise of those who are ‘praisers’. [So,] when people use as an argument the speech 

of Allāh, in [that which] it is not a proof for, consequently [they] establish falsehood. And they use as an argument 

the speech of the Messenger of Allāh (n), in that which it is not a proof for. Hence, [they] establish falsehood. 

And they use as an argument some of the narrations of the Salaf in that which it is not a proof for. Consequently, 

[they] establish falsehood. Thus, similarly they use as an argument the principles of the Knowledge of Ḥadīth and 

the Knowledge of Criticism and Praise. And they use it as an argument to insert their falsehood. So, the first 

characteristic is contradiction. 

[2] The second characteristic or the second angle is that they claim [that] the criticism is detailed and it is not 

[in reality, detailed]. But they deceive the people. And the reality of the situation is that the criticism emerged 

unbridled, without restraint. Consequently, they cloak it with the ‘costume of tafsīr’ (explaining) – shedding light 

upon and clarification, then they oblige you to accept it. And if [you do] not, then you are opposing the seniors, 

opposing the evidences, proofs and muta'assib (fanatic) and so forth and so on to the end [of their statements]. 

And do not follow the one [who] is senior and [an] elder in the Salafī da'wah. No! Do not make [that which] is not 

detailed, detailed. And let not the reader or listener understand that the criticism is detailed and there is no 

explanation [or no details] in it. What tafsīr?! Scrutinize that which is claimed, [that]: ‘surely the criticism is 

detailed,’ [and in reality there] is no explanation [or details] in it. 

 [3] The third affair, so that you are aware of their playing with these principles – if a ‘praiser’ came across 

[some] criticism [which is] actually detailed, not the claimed falsified detail[s]. Hence, the ‘praiser’ says that 

which you have mentioned of explanation – it is not applicable to the one who was praised and no, he has 
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repented from it, or indeed he recanted it; or no, that which was reported is not proven about him. [It] is not 

established upon him. The criticizer came, the ‘praiser’ praised. [So,] the criticizer came and said no, this man is a 

fāsiq (immoral/evil doer). Indeed, two trustworthy [men] bore witness to me that surely he drinks alcohol. Or 

indeed, a reliable [person] told me, surely, he drinks alcohol. Thus, the ‘praiser’ say[s]: ‘Oh criticizer, [you] 

explained [your] criticism by [mentioning he, the one who was praised,] drinks alcohol. Surely the one who 

reported to you that Fulān (so and so) drinks alcohol is a liar! Na'am, you related a detailed criticism, but you 

built it upon the narration of a liar!’ So outwardly, on the surface, it appeared [to be] detailed. But [it] is not to be 

depended upon and no stubbornness [is held] to it. Because it is built upon a report of a liar. Or the ‘praiser’ says 

to him: ‘Oh criticizer, [you] explained [your] criticism by [mentioning he, the one who was praised,] drinks 

alcohol. You are truthful in that which you criticized about, and the one who narrated to you was [also] truthful, 

but that drinker has indeed repented. And surely that disparager that narrated this to you, narrated [it] to you after 

he saw him while [they were] drinking together 20 years ago. Then after contending with his desires within 

himself he narrated to you [that the man] drinks alcohol on [the premise that] he has not ceased this drinking of 

alcohol up until today. No, indeed the narrator and the criticized drinker were alike in drinking alcohol. Except, 

[that] surely I know that the [man who was] criticized [and] disparaged with drinking alcohol, truly abandoned 

drinking alcohol 19 years ago.  

Therefore, there is a third angle… And it is the clarification [from] the ‘praiser’ of the absence of 

establishing [the] required proof of the criticism by explaining, [bringing] details or the repentance of the 

criticized and him abandoning that which he was criticized for. General principles [and people] playing with them 

[based upon] desires and contradiction in [their] application of [these principles]. So, this is all I like to outline. 

How much time is left...? 

 

* May Allāh reward Shaykh Khālid and Shaykh 'Ādil and, may Allāh reward our brothers at an-Nahj al-

Wādiḥ for putting out the recording… 

 

 

 


